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Abstract. For higher quality software and competitive products, many projects
are feverishly deploying static analysis tools. Unfortunately, it turns out that many
of the deployments are failures. Some have discontinued static analysis tools
altogether. Some continue to use them, but find that the results are not as effective as they hoped.
There are many challenges facing static analysis tool deployments. Although
static analysis tools have some weaknesses, the main challenge stems from
people. Whether the tool deployment succeeds or fails depends on the people
behind it. What are the challenges facing static analysis tool deployments and
how can those challenges be overcome? This paper tries to answer that question
based on our own deployment of the tools, consultancies with other organizations, and others’ experiences.

Introduction
Various studies (e.g., [1]) suggest that around 40% of all
software defects could have been detected using Automated
Static Analysis (ASA)1 tools. ASAs are also supposed to help
in reducing field failures and time to market. Accordingly, many
defense and non-defense projects are increasingly deploying [2]
[3] ASAs such as Polyspace [4] and Prevent [5].
Are the deployments successful? Unfortunately, it turns
out that many of the deployments are failures. Some projects
discontinued ASA altogether. Some continue to use them, but
find that the results are not as effective as they hoped. We
consider both situations as failures of ASA deployment. These
failures stem from the challenges facing ASA deployments. The
first situation is more of a “hard failure” where because of the
challenges facing ASA deployments, some were discontinued
ASA altogether. In the case of the second situation, the failure
is a “soft failure” and they continue to use ASA, but because of
unmet challenges, the results from the deployments are not as
effective as anticipated.
It is important to study the reasons for these failures and the
challenges facing ASA deployments. It will help to learn from
the mistakes of others in deploying ASA. Second, many are
deploying ASA for competitive advantage. Hence, it is important
to avoid failure of the deployment.
ASAs have some weaknesses [6] [7], but the leading cause of
the failures is ill adoption of the tool by the people in the project.
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As we will see, just as people are the cause of failure, they are
also the solution to make ASA deployments succeed.
This paper is organized in terms of various stages of introducing ASA into a typical project. In each stage, after pointing out
how ASA is integrated with that stage, we discuss the challenges faced and how to overcome them. The first four sections
–software defense application (Section 1), motivating the stakeholders (Section 2), training (Section 3), and integration into the
process (Section 4)–are a prelude to actual use of ASA. The
next two sections describe the actual use of ASA by individual
developers (Section 5) and at build-time (Section 6). Section 7
adds a feedback stage to tune ASA. Section 8 concludes.

Section 1: Software Defense Application
The defense industry–as shown by projects such as Software Assurance Metrics and Tool Evaluation–is paying significant attention to static analysis tools [3]. This paper helps DoD
decision-makers, project managers, and developers in deploying static analysis tools to meet their quality requirements.

Section 2: Motivating the Stakeholders
It is not sufficient to procure the ASA and hope that it will be
used. All the stakeholders–developers, middle management,
and higher management–need to be motivated. Wide acceptance of ASA by the stakeholders is a prerequisite to get the
best possible benefits [8].
In reality, some projects do a poor job in motivating the
stakeholders. Lichter et al. [8] found that their ASA deployment
was not as effective as expected because they did not spend
enough time motivating all of the people involved with ASA.
It is difficult to introduce ASA top down, i.e., only driven by
management decision [8]. To get the stakeholders support, they
need to be convinced that ASA is important and they benefit
from it. For example, higher management demands return on
investment analysis, which is a challenge.

Quality Consciousness
ASA is primarily targeted at improving product quality. ASA
deployment suffers if the project is not quality conscious.
Do you have quality goals? Do you reward developers for
meeting deadlines at the expense of quality? Do developers
compete on the basis of fewest defects? Do teams compete
with each other for the fewest defects?
We all know the famous saying that goes, “What gets measured gets done.” If the project is lacking in quality consciousness, the first step would be to institute some metrics aimed at
quality. Here are some metrics worth considering:
• Time to reach system test phase
• Number of defects discovered in the system test phase
and their distribution across teams
• Time to reach delivery of system to customers
• Number of defects discovered in the field and their
distribution across teams
Once the quality metrics are instituted, the next step would
be to suggest ASA as a mechanism to improve the team’s
performance on these metrics.
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Demonstrating the Benefits of ASA
Not everyone in the team will be convinced that ASA will
lead to improvement of the team’s performance on its quality
goals [8]. Demonstrating the benefits of ASA using a case study
would convince most.
The case study should show that ASA will be effective at
detecting bugs typically noticed in system test and field. It must
also show that ASA can detect those bugs with less cost and
time compared to the current approaches used in the project.
An example of such a case study conducted in industry is
reported by Baca et al [9]. We recommend that case study as a
model worth emulating for others.

Need for a Champion
Many ASA deployments wither away over time because of a
lack of developer and management support. There is a need for
a champion who takes the responsibility to include ASA in the
development process, and who makes sure that it is sustained.
For example, while deploying an ASA [10], Microsoft put this
strategy in practice and benefited from it.

Section 3: Training
From their experience in deploying ASA, Lichter et al. [8] conclude, “You need sufficient theoretical and technical know-how to
apply ASA systematically.” Interactions with ASA require expertise
and defect consciousness [11] on the part of developers. Exper
tise is especially required in (1) configuring ASA, (2) triaging, (3)
extending ASA, (4) underlying technology of ASA, like data flow
analysis and control flow analysis, (5) how to write code so that it
is easily analyzable by ASA, and (6) the internal algorithms used
by ASA. Developers need to be trained to gain the expertise.
Although some projects do provide training on the use of
ASA, it is found to be incomplete. Some managers are not even
aware of the extensive training that is required. The challenge
here is that often managers find it difficult to arrange for training
in these areas either because of a lack of trainers or because
of a lack of information. The training challenges may be met
through a Center of Excellence (CoE).
The organization should establish a CoE focusing on ASAs.
The objective is to have a single point offering the knowledge
that is required to use ASA. For example, the software depend
ability design group at Nortel [12] works with development
teams to train and to include ASA in their development process.
A CoE will also be useful for evangelizing ASA.

Section 4: Integration Into the Process
As the old proverb goes, “Failing to plan is planning to fail.”
Many projects simply drop the ASA into the project and hope
that it will show its benefits. The single most likely reason why
many ASA deployments fail is that the ASA is not properly integrated into the development process [9].
Introducing a new breed of tool into the development process
is easier said than done.
“To be successful, the new tool must fit smoothly into the
existing process–it has to make a difference but not cause such
a disruption that it is perceived as a source of busy work rather
than the solution to a thorny set of problems” [13].
We have observed that management tends to underestimate

the effort and cost (direct and indirect) of integrating ASA into
the development process–when the reality dawns, ASA suffers
or gets neglected.

Approaches to Integration
ASA is a form of Quality Assurance (QA). Studies (e.g., [14]
[15]) reveal that ASA complements and does not replace existing QA activities like reviews and testing. Integrating ASA into
a development process and combining all the QA techniques to
get the best of them in the least time possible remains a challenge. Software development projects have tried two approaches and their variations [16]:
1.Running ASA by a dedicated team: Although tried by many
projects, a major challenge with this approach is scalability
(as, for example, found at Google [16]).
2.Running ASA by individual developers.

Section 5: Running ASA by Individual Developers
In this approach, developers apply the ASA as part of their
regular work on a feature or a defect. ASA will be more effective
when applied this way. However, it majorly affects many steps of
the development process.
After finishing implementation, the developer runs the ASA,
weeds out false positives, fixes the real defects, unit tests the
changes, submits the changes for peer review, and checks-in
the changes. This section considers how ASA is integrated with
these steps of the development process, and what challenges
await the project management.

5.1 Estimations
To apply ASA, significant time and effort is required by developers. Do your schedules take that into account? Many do not.
It is a difficult problem to update estimation models to take ASA
into account. Projects should collect metrics to evolve estimation
models (see Section 7.1).
If sufficient time is not set aside for ASA application2, ASA
deployment suffers because it conflicts with the deadlines
imposed on developers for their work.

5.2 Triaging and Fixing
After ASA runs, it produces a set of defect reports. The developer has to go through each report to separate true defects from
false positives–a process called triaging. Once false positives are
weeded out, the developer needs to fix the true defects.
Projects vary in how developers triage and fix. In some projects, developers need not fix immediately, but can open a new
defect report containing the issues reported by ASA for future
triaging or fixing [17]. Often this is done because estimates do
not set aside time for ASA or because of too many false pos
itives. We believe this is a wrong strategy and sets a seed for
failure of ASA.
On the other hand, some projects mandate that developers
must handle all the ASA-reported issues before check-in. If
such a mandate is given–especially without setting aside time–it
leads to a different problem. Developers may label real issues as
false positives or opt for quick fixes [18] just to keep ASA quiet.
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For example, developers are known to simply add a NULL check
if the ASA reports a NULL dereference issue, although that is
not always the appropriate fix.

5.3 Peer Reviews
After unit testing, developers submit the code for peer review.
Not all projects have peer review in their development process.
It plays an important role in ASA adoption.
For ASA, peer review serves two purposes: (1) Deal with the
challenge of making sure that developers applied and handled
ASA reports correctly; (2) Detect those defects missed by ASA.
The review package from developer to reviewers should
include among others: How was ASA configured? What were
the results? How were the ASA defect reports handled? From
this package, the reviewers should verify that false positives are
indeed false positives, identified defects are fixed properly, and
whether ASA should be altered to find more defects, etc.
Based on that review, the reviewers need to focus on detecting those defects missed by ASA. To do that, they need to have
a good idea of the strengths and limitations of ASA–which is
often where they are lacking.

5.4 Human Factors
As Gerald Weinberg says, “No matter how it looks at first, it is
always a people problem.”
For most projects, project sociology is more important than
technology [19]. This applies to ASA use also. ASA is considered
a pure technology, where as it has numerous sociological angles.
Managers tend to focus on technology and not on the sociology
side [20] with the resultant failure of ASA deployments.
In this section, we consider the role developers and reviewers
play in the success or failure of ASA and the challenges they
present to management.

5.4.1 Changing Habits is Hard
The main barrier to adoption of ASA lies in the ability of developers to impose the discipline required to make ASA a routine
part of their work [17].
Introducing ASA is a change for most developers. Changing
habits is hard [13]. Some regard ASA as a nuisance.
Some ASAs are initially difficult to use, but over time developers may start appreciating them. This has been confirmed
experimentally [4]: The experimenters created three versions
of code with different errors. For model checking, false positives decreased across all three versions because of developers
creating better abstractions as the experiment proceeded.
In practice, many developers give up before they come to a
stage where they appreciate ASA. Process methodology and
project management need to ensure that developers persist with
ASA. Management should convince developers that ASA ameliorates the frustrating debugging associated with field failures.

5.4.2 Lack of Motivation
Some projects deploy ASAs ad hoc–they depend upon
developer’s motivation in using ASA [9]. Some deploy ASA in a
planned fashion, but they still leave it to the developer to decide
what warnings are important and what are not, etc. Again, a lot
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of responsibility is with the individual developer.
When so much responsibility is with a developer, whether ASA
works or not depends on the developer’s motivation. A developer’s motivation depends on many factors. Do you feel bad
about defects in your code? Developers differ. Where developers feel proud of their work, the possibility that they successfully
deploy ASA is high, and vice versa. To ensure that ASA is used
by developers, development process should include a rule like
no code can be checked in until ASA results pass a set criterion.
The criterion could be no defects, no severe defects, or fewer
than five minor defects, etc.
Team organization and project policies also have a role in
the developer’s motivation of using ASA effectively. A specific
situation worth considering is the separation sometimes seen
between two groups of development: feature development and
sustenance. The development group introduces new features
and sustenance group fixes defects. For effective ASA, feature
developers need to spend time using ASA. But often the policies and goals of development group are such that they are indirectly discouraged to use ASA. Some organizations [21] have
the policy where the developer of a feature is responsible for
fixing the defects in the feature. If a feature developer is responsible for fixing the defects, then the developer will have to spend
time to debug and resolve the testing-reported defects. It will
hinder the developer in moving to work on new features. Since
ASA-reported defects can be fixed sooner than testing-reported
defects [22], developers would prefer to use ASA to shorten
their debugging cycles for resolving testing-reported defects.

5.4.3 Reducing Discipline Because of ASA
Because ASA is there to detect defects, will it lead to sloppy
coding by developers and less effective review by reviewers? All
too often a pre-tested module does not get inspected properly,
“Well, that [module] works OK [23]. Why waste time inspecting it?” The situation is analogous with ASA. There is anecdotal
evidence that ASA presence leads to some loss of discipline in
developers and reviewers (based on our interaction with some
project managers). Private self-assessment (see Section 7.2)
would help in mitigating this challenge.

Section 6: Build-time Running of the Tool
To complement developers running the tool, periodical (e.g.,
weekly) ASA is run on the entire codebase. Not all projects
have this important step of build-time running of the tool. In this
step, the ASA is configured to do deeper analysis compared to
developers running the tool. A central team triages the defect
reports and opens defects in defect tracker for later fixing by
developers.
The results of build-time running ASA are also useful for generating reports and metrics. Although ASAs provide various types
of reports, a major challenge is providing reports management
can understand and relate to. The reports should show trends
of number of defects and defect types across builds. Wherever
possible, the reports should correlate ASA-reported defects to
defects that managers and users are aware of. For example,
maybe an ASA-reported defect could explain a field failure of the
system. Such reports enhance the support of both management
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and developers to ASA adoption and helps sustain it.
The major challenge in this stage is not fixing the ASA-reported defects. As mentioned earlier (Section 5.2), other stages in
the development process also contribute to this challenge.

Not Fixing the ASA-reported Defects
You will get the real benefit from ASA only if ASA-reported
defects (after pruning false positives) are fixed [24]. In many
projects, the emphasis on fixing ASA-reported defects is
minimal; hence they tend not to get fixed [25]. It negates the
whole purpose of deploying ASA. We observed that some of the
unfixed ASA-reported defects actually turned up in field.
Here are some reasons that contribute to non-fixing of ASAreported defects [7]:
Delayed detection of ASA defects: The later an ASA defect is detected, the lesser the chance that it will be fixed. That
is why ASA defects detected at build-time or by a dedicated
team have a lesser chance of getting fixed compared to defects
detected by an individual developer.
Allowing ASA defects to accumulate: In some projects,
developers do not have to triage or fix the ASA-reported defects
prior to check in (see Section 5.2). This leads to accumulation of
ASA defects and reduces the probability of fixing them.
Severity and priority of ASA defects not clear: Testing
reported defects normally shows that something is broken, and
from that it can be ascertained how urgent the fix is (priority)
and the consequences of not fixing it (severity). ASA defects
normally do not show that.
This challenge can be dealt with in the following ways. First,
developers should be encouraged and facilitated to fix the ASAreported defects before check in rather than deferring them.
Second, management should strive for nightly ASA builds rather
than weekly builds, although it might mean infrastructure needs
to be heavily upgraded for a faster ASA run. Management and
developers should determine the right frequency. Third, when
the ASA finds a defect in the nightly build, it should be integrated with source code management system to find which recent
check in is responsible for this issue. Then it can immediately
inform the associated developer for faster and easier fixing.

Section 7: Retrospectives
Many–but not all–projects have retrospectives, where they
look back on the project. Retrospectives are important for effective ASA. They help in tuning of ASA and the process.

7.2 Appraisals
Appraisal of developers is common in software organizations.
ASA can provide additional means to appraise. If not used properly, it can backfire. The balancing act is a challenge.
ASA provides many metrics and reports (see Section 6).
Many of them relate to defects. The temptation to use them for
measuring developer’s programming capabilities is high [8]. That
is not a good idea [19]. It can easily upset the whole program
of deploying ASA and will be counterproductive [8]. Developers either find ways to bypass ASA or apply a coding style that
only leads to acceptable results of ASA but not result in overall
product quality [8].
Defect counts and their categorization are especially useful
for developers. While they should not be used to measure developers’ capabilities, it is important to deploy such metrics for private self-assessment [19] and self-learning only. Some projects
do not provide such metrics for private use. Instead, they tend to
deploy metrics for management use only.

Section 8: Conclusion
ASA is an important tool in the quest towards higher quality.
But its deployment is not easy. The challenges include:
• Motivation (e.g., not motivating the stakeholders on why the
tool is important and how they are going to benefit from it);
• Training (e.g., inadequate training on the technology that
underlies the tool and not raising the defect consciousness
of developers);
• Development process (e.g., difficulties in integrating the tool
into development process);
• Developers (e.g., developers resenting the additional over
head of the tool);
• Project management (e.g., difficulties in scheduling to fix the
tool reported defects);
• Performance appraisals (e.g., team dissatisfaction because
of appraising engineers using metrics generated by the tool).
Forewarned is forearmed. By being aware of the challenges
one may face in deploying ASA beforehand, one can be prepared to deal with them.
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Disclaimer:
7.1 Tuning ASA and the Process
Based on the retrospective, ASA should be tuned for detecting new types of defects and for higher performance. The
development process needs to be tuned. For example, estimation models need to be tuned to set aside time to use ASA by
developers in various activities like triaging and fixing. To do the
tuning, the development process should collect related metrics.
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NOTES
1. In this paper, we use the terms “The Tool” and “ASA” interchangeably.
2. Even if developers take additional time because of ASA, overall product release time still tends
to improve because of reduction in testing and debugging cycles.
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